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I. IfTRODUCTION
In the past ma~y tests on structural members and
I ~~ ~ {l.t.: ... .
frames have been carried outYand are still being performed to
check the predictions of theories of plastic analysis. The
results of some tests agree very well with these predictions.
However, in other cases there is no agreement at all and failure
occurs prematurely~ The structure may fail becaus,e of various
types of bucklings column buckling of the bendinG type, torsional
or local buckling. Often the failure is due to a combination
of these different kinds of buckling.
In order to be able to solve these problems theoret-
ically it is necessary to know the relationships between in-
crements of stress and strain after the material has been loaded
and deformed up to a certain state and along a prescribed
.
loading path ..
. I
,.
, During 'the last two years many tests have been carried
out at Fritz .Engineering Laboratory to investigate local buclcling
of flanges ofvJF sections. The results of these tests are
given in Progress Report X*. For the case of flange buckling
-_.'--"'-' ( -:--.__. -'. -- _--.---- _ ---_.-----
the resistance against buckling depends almost completely on
f·I
the relationship between additional shear-stresses and strains
following a. given amount of axial compression. From rotation
. capacity calculations it can be sho,~ that in most cases it is
sU~ficlent for the strains of the flanges to be able to reach
the strain-hardening range wlthoutoccurence of local buckling.
*"Local Buckling of '~lide-Flange Shapes", by Geerhard Haaijer
and Bruno Thtlrllmann, Fritz Laboratory Report No. 207,E.5,
December, 1954.
In order to .specify the lir>Iiting values of the dimensions of
flanges of :;,~ sections it is therefore of great importance to
kno'" the value of the tangent modulus in shear Gt of structural
steel after It has been axially compressed up to the strain-
hardening range.
The tests described in this report vTere an attempt to
measure Gt directly. Tube specimens "Tere axially compressed up
to the strain-hardening range. Keeping the axial load constant,
torsional moments ',-Tere applied next" By means of a specially.
designed compression-torsion gage both axial and torsional
strains were measured.
!
'I"," ,
I
I
I[
!
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Initially the value of Gt approached the elastic value
G = 11,000 ksi but dropped rapidly "7ith increasing values of
the shear strain }. For y = o. 5 ~ 1.5 x 10-3 it is found thatV U .
~Gt : 3000 - 2000 ksi. From there on Gt decreased SlO'fT1y with
l,
!,increasing a' and for { = 5 x 10-3 " Gt = 1000 ksi.
Thus it can be concluded that the Flow Theory of
Plasticity which predicts Gt = G (elastic) is true, but only
,,'>-'''- ....·,-'----f'or ·vEir~y..·smaiI.. 'shea:r.. strains." However, for all practical, pur-
poses the value ofGt , at which Gt starts to decrease at a much
. slower rate, is of importance. Due to unavoidable initial im-
. I
perfections the initial behavior for small shear strains cannot
be of determining influence.. The above findings a.gree ',Tith the
results of compression tests on angle specimens "Thich buckled
torsionally. It has been sho~m in Progress Report X that a
value of Gt : 2,500 ks1 can be expected at the beginning of
. .,: .
stra1n-har~ening.
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II. l\1ATERIAL PROPERTIES OF TEST-SPECIMENS
-_.._---_..__.- ....-_. __ . _. .•. -
The tube specimens ""ere machined out of ASTH A-53,
grade B, double extra strong, 2 1/2" seamless pipe. This
material was selected as the requirements for A-53 steel are
aqout the same as those for A-7 steel for which Gt should be
0' obtained.
,
I
,
,
l ..
Mechanical properties obtained from standard ASTM
acceptance tests were:
Yield strength-psi 40,700
Ultimate strength-p~l 75,400
10 :81ongation in 2" 41.5
Hhen tested in a hydraulic machine and a valve opening
corresponding to a strain rate of 1 micro in./in. per sec. in
.the elastic range a yield stress of cry: 37,000 psi was ob-
ta ined. FurtherJ110re,
strain at strain-hardening Cst = 8 x 10-3 in./in.
:"str'ain-hardening modulus Est = 1,100 ksi
Finally the chemical properties furnished by the manufacturer
.-
are:
Carbon .241, .~.,
Managanese
.75%
Phosp!lorus. .012~
Sulphur .025%
III. TBST SET-UP
The requirements which the test apparatus should
fulfill are qUite simple:
(a) Successive or simultaneous compression and
, '.
twisting of.a tube
i· .'
t
./,
I
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. (b) Recording of axial and twisting loads and of the
corresponding strains
(c) Cost of the set-up in the order of m?gnitude of
a few hundred dollars (student project).
This last condition naturally limits the possibilities of
realizing the requirements.
; , The set-up is sho~m in Fig. 1. The tube specimens
are machined from a 19" long piece of double extra strong 2 1/2"
seamless pipe .As the insic1,e of the tube material "Tas
considerably out of round ,first of all the inside of the tube
had to be machined, increasing the inside diameter to 1.875".
Next the outside diameter of the tube was reduced to 2.175" over
a length of 6" at the center of the specimen, leaving a vrall
;- thickness of 0.15". On each side of this reduced section the
outside diameter gradually increases over a length of 2 1/2"
to its fuJ.l value of 2.875". On each side of the specimen
I
.... ,. __ , "therefore is a length of 4" left vrith a ,'!all thickness of 0.5".
As the compression-torsion gage, which is described in
" , the next chapter, has a gage length of 5", only. this part of
. :-.._._. ....~•••..•... _._ ._ •• ~._~ ..... ...-:. .••__.__• ._.._ ..~ ._••..___. 4·... • _q ••__ • ,--.".
the reduced section constituted the acttml test section.
In order to apply the torsional moment ~",heels (A in Fig.l)
are bolted to plates (B) "relded around the tUbe, I" from each
end. Equal but opposite moments are applied to the wheels by
means of cables. The tension in the cables is obtained by
.. () t_~ .
attaching them to cross-beams, fastened to the frame and moving
head ofa screN-type Riehle tension-compression testing machine.•
"
The force in the cables is measured with snmll aluminum
dynamometers.
I '
"r. .
I -5The tube is loaded compressively by means of a 29"
long high-tensile "8tressteel" rod (C) inside the tube. A
length of 1 inch at each end of the rod is shap~d hexagonally
and the next 3 inches are threaded (one side ,.,ith a left-hand
and the other uith a right-hand thread) and provided ~..Jith nuts
(D). By turning the rod with respect to the nuts the latter(
move tO~lards each other and compress the tube. B,all bear ings
(E) are placed in between the nuts'and the tube specimen to avoid
transfer of torsional moments from the tube to the stressteel
rod (see also Figure 2).
~;, At the same time the stressteel rod acts as a
dynamometer. 'Tuo SR-4 gages are pIe-ceO. longitudinally on the
rod to measure the applied axial load. By placing two gages
o
under 45 \-lith the axis of the rod the, torsior..al moment can be
During the tests it appeared th~t no moment, appliedmeasured.
I
f"
iito the tUbe, was transferred to the rod.
,'The turning movenent of the loading rod is caused by,.
, ,
rotatinga.frame (F)~ attached to the rod, uith respect to
"another frame (G) connected with the nuts. Finally,these frames
'-~'r~-':;::~::~~t::~:;::~::~:gb:~t:~::::i:::'~:~hc:n::;:~:n:h:h:::d
,,~
[ and the rest ,.,ith a right-hand thread. Hatching nuts are ,'relded
against the frames. Figure 3 shows the set-up in operation.
IV. COHPRESSION-TORSIOF STRAIn GAGE
In ord~r to be able to measure the average strain in
the direction of compression and the angle of t"list simultaneously
a special ~train gage has been designed, shm'lll in Figure 4.
If
. ~~.
-' r
f, ,
.'.
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!., ..rI~.·.,·.··....,
This gage is a modification of a torsional strain gage de-
signed by Professor E.K. Nuhlhausen';:.
Fi'e;ure 5 shm·Ts the geometry of the t1..dst-measuring
system. T'.ro arms A-B and C-D are clamped to the specimen, one
at ee.ch end of the gage length Qf 5'~ Relative angular displacement
bet"reen arm A-B and C-D is carried from the latter by means of a
r~gid connecting frame, having parallel sides A-D and B-C,
t pivoted about C-D and connected to ~rm A-B by a pivot at B. As
a~m A-B rotates about the specimen axis E-F to position AI-B'
the frame corner B shifts to B' causing frame corner A to shift
;,,;,~,\ to A". The relative linear displacemen.t',6t , between AI and A"
is a function of the twist in the, specimen. A dial type in-
dicator supported at A (later At) is used to measure the
displacement.
The gage factor for twist is
~ : 2.78 x 10-2
. .6t
,
" '~ith
e in radians per inch
-~-'-'-';'---"':_"------"""""-.--'·_'_·_-_·..·_-6.-·t--·in--~nches--·
The geometry of the axial strain measuring system
f
I
I
is shmm in Figure 6. \.Jhen the specimen is compressed, the axis
shortens and E shifts to E'. This causes arm A-B to rotate
about B and A shifts to A I "0 The relative ~isplacement,6 a ,
between A and A'" is a function of the axial strain,E. A
second dial type indicator supported near D is used to measure
i
.--'
...
- .-
* "Torsion Testing Equipment for Cylindrical Cement Specimens",
by E. K. HUhlhausen, A. C. Loewer Jr. and \'1. J. Eney.
Proceedings of the Society tor Experimental Stress Analysis
Vol. XI 1:0. 1.
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the displacement.
The gage factor for axial strain is
Eo : 0.1196 Q
\olith
-7
E in inch per inch
.6. a in inches
',Jhen compression and t"Tist occur simultaneously the
dial readinGs have to be corrected accordingly. The corrections
are easily determined from the geometry' of the gage.
v. TESTS
---
"
A total of 3 specimens T1, T2 and T3 have been tested
successrlllly. Before the actual testing program was started,
'. specimen T1 'olas tested in axial compression. The purpose of
this test ~Jas to obtain the stress-strain curve for this loading
condition (Figure 7). At the same time the ch~nge in diameter
,,,as measured from '''hich the tangential strain E t has been
.' r.,.... -- .. computed. Figure 8 sho',TS € t as a function of th.e .axialstrain
E. This figure shows the heterogeneous character Of the
a
....._..- ..... !. --.----yielding--·process-... · However,... in the strain-hardening range the
rooterial again acts homogeneously•. For the strain-hardening
range a value of Poissol"l' s' ratio Y: 0.51 is' found.
Specimens T2 and T3 were first compressed into the
strain~hardening range U:i to a strain of about 11 x 10-3 in. lin.
Next torsiol"lal moments were applied, keeping the axial load
constant. All tests are sunwar1zed in Table I.
,
. '. ;
. I
!
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Table I. Summary of Tests
--_._----
·G
Axial load only
Torsional moments within
elastic range
. Axial conpression up to
strain-hardening range
follo",ed by twisting under
constant axia~ load. j
Tl
T2a, T3a'
T2~, T3b
I-·----..----------------r-----------,
I Test Loading Path Purpose of Test I
to determine
------- -,
E, Est,(Ty' Est, Y X I
From the torsional moments the mean value of the shear
computed
stressT at a distance Di +Do. from the axis of the tUbe is
4
,~ ...'
'.
Di = inside diameter
Do = outside diameter
the corresponding shear strain'd,is obtained from the angle of
i.
twist measured by the compression-torsion gage.
'. Figure 9 srows " vs d diagrams for tests T2a (elastic
torsion) and T2b (torsion of axially compressed material). The
loading path for ,T2b is given' by E vSd diagramin:.F.1gure 10.
----··-·····-··-·----·-·-The"-r·esiiIts..··oltests· T3a and T3b are presented in the
same ~ay by Figures 11 and 12. It is seen that during the
f
I
:
I
yielding process some accidental twisting of the tube occurred.
Hm"ever, this initial shear strain is small and does not exceed
a value of '0 :: 0.4 x 10-3.
Furthermore cr vs S diagrams for T2b and T3b are
. i
Iplotted in Figure 7 together with one for test TI.·
I
.,~ .
i
I
.• r •
r
T·
'.' I
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I,
"
.. :
~.
,
The tangent moduli in shear, Gti are by definition
the slopes of the 1: vs 0diagrams. Values of Gt ? obta ined from
Figures 9 and 11, are plotted as a function of 0 in Figure 13.
Incidentally some ageing effect '.,ras observed during
test T2b. When loaded up to 0- = 39.7 ksi, 't =12.4 ksi,
E =15.5 x 10-3, r· = 5.0 x 10-3 the test was interrupted for
40 hours, leaving both axial load and torsional moment applied
to the specinlen. The deviation from the continuous curve, due
to this interruption is indicated by a dotted line (Fig. 9).
. >
. VI. COFCLUSIONS~--';-ig~: l3 1summarized the test results. Initially
ptrains the value of Gt drops rapidly.
:
the tnngentmodulus in shear Gt approaches the value of the
modulus of elasticity in shear G. However, with increasing shear
x 10-3For 1= 0.5 - 1.5
it is found that Gt ::3000 - 2000 ksi. From there on Gt
decr'eases' slowly ",ith increasing '0 and for 0' : 5 x 10-3 is
oj.•
Gt : 1000 ksi~
According to the flo'" theory Gt = G but according to
.,--_ ----d·eformatI6fi-· tne'orieff"'" ..
Gt = 1/3 Esec - 1,230 ksi
From the results of compression'tests on angle specimens*,
!
which buckled torsionally a value of Gt = 2,500 ksi has been
I
derivec', for the beginning of the strain-hardening range.
I
.:: Progress Report T "Buckling of Steel Angles in the Plastic
Range", by Bruno ThUrlmann and Geerhard Haaijer. Fritz
Laboratory Report 205E-3, August, 1953.
, .
l' . t
<' '
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,
",
J
i·
This is also the most logical value which can be
chosen from' the Gt vs acurve presented in Figure 13. The high
value of Gt for small shear strains cannot be of importance
because of unavoidable initial imperfections. On the other hand
very large shear strains only occur after the specimen has
buckled already.
VII. RECOliNE:NDATIONS FOR FURTHrR TESTS
; . -,'."_"'_'
The loading paths for Tests T2b and T3b are shovrn as
I
E vs { diagrams in Fig ~ 10 and Fig. 12. Hore general loading
paths consisting of two~straight lines can be determined by
I
three constants Eo 9 ol ~nd(3 •
For 0 < E < iEo E : ~ <r
( E>Eo (E-E o ):(3(r-(o)
In this marmer E- 0 fixes the strain at 1,·rhich the change of the
;loading path takes place, c;X' is its initial slope and~ is its
,.
"final slope. When a,p1ying the results of such tests to plate
buckling7~0 corresponds to the strain at which bUckling takes
place. The influence of initial imperfections may be shown by
., _ ~--~ _-~_ , .- -_.-.;_., ---., ~--. _, _,.""" ~.•__._ .._.~._-_ , .. -
;: varying C>(. Furthermore (3 corresponds to the ratio d€ after
~. d~
~. buclding has taken place.
~ For more complete information on the behavior of the
I'l material the influence of the magnitudes Of,~ 0' ()( and 13. shouldt (-
[ be investigated.. A rather complete program of tests is shovffi
in Table -II..
(
y
,- , '., i\tj.' ..,.
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Test eo ~ ~ Note
T2b 11 x 10-3 00 0.87 Results presented in this report
T3b 11 x 10-3 00 1.0~ Results presented in this report
:
T4 11 x 10-3 0() 2.00 Higher rate of axial strain
T5 11 x 10-3 00 0.50 Lm'1er rate of axial strain ii
T6 1 x 10-3 00 1.00 T'I.·!ist applied at yielding
T7 20 x 10-3 00 1.00 Twist applied at 2 times strain-: jI
hardening iI
x 10-3
I
T8 11 4 1.00 Possible influence 'of initial im- Iperfections II
As tests T2b and T3b have been carried out already 5
additional tests are recommended.
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Appendix
Comparison of Test Results With Theoretical Predictions
The combined compression-torsion tests of steel tubes in
the strain-hardening range were conducted at a time when the author
had limited knowledge of the elastic-plastic stress-strain relations
predicted by the theory of plasticity. In subsequent work,* incre-
mental stress-strain relations based on the von Mises yield.
criteriop were used. It is of interest to compare the test results
in the present report with the behavior predicted by this theory.
In the plastic range, the strain increments are given by
. the following equations:
1 \I 1 ..de: = - do - - do + - F (20 -0 ) dJ2x E x E Y 3 x y
de: \I do 1 ~ F (20= - - + - do + -0 ) dJ2Y E x E Y 3 y x
._.-..... - _...__._.•..
.' •• w :
de: \I (do + do ) 1 F (0 + 0y) dJ2= - - -z E x Y 3 x
dy = 2 (1+\1) d. + 2F.dJ2E
(1)
(2)
( 3 )
(4 )
*Haaijer, Geerhard, "Plate Buckling in the Strain-Hardening Range,"
Transactions, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 124, 1959,
p. 117-148.
where·
dJ2 = ~ (20 -0 )do + 1 (20 -0 )do + 2TdT3 ·x y x 3 y x y
and
(5 )
2.
F = (6 )
i ,
For the tubes subjected to axial loads and torsion, the
axial load was applied first to produce an axial stress a = a
x 0
and a strain E = E in the strain-hardening range. The torsional
x 0 ..
moment was applied next, while keeping the axial load constant.
For the latter loading condition, Equations (1), (4), and (5) can
be simplified as follows:
dE
X
dy
(7)
(8)
.dJ2 = 2TdT
..,
Substitution of Equation (9) in Equations (7) and (8) gives
'. .'q
4
= 3" Fo 0 TdT
(9 )
(10)
dy
\.
(11)
, .
Furthermore, Equation (6) reduces to the following:
3.
where
F =
1
- =H
3 1
H
(12 )
(13 )
From the stress-strain curve for uniaxial loading (Test Tl) in the
strain-hardening range, it is determined that
F = C1 +C2J 2
(14)
where C1 1. 016
10-6 , 6/k , 3= x ~n. ~p
C2 5.26
10-10 , 10/k . 5= x ~n. . ~p
Equations (10) and (11) can then be rewritten as follows:
4 [ 1 2 + C2 T
3
Jde: = (J (C1+)C2(Jo )T dTX 3 0
••• ,0 ••__ ~ ,,_. _ ._ .. _~_•.•
dy 2(l+v) dT 4 [(C1
122
+ C2 T
4
JdT= + + J'C2(Jo )TE
(15 )
(16)
, Integration of Equations (15) and (16) gives the following results:
2 [ 2 1 4 Je: = e: + - (J C3 T + 2" C2 Tx 0 3 0
2(1+v) [1 3 1 5Jy = T + 4 3' c3 T + 5" c2 T .E
where } C (J 2.C = C1 +3 ,2 0
(17 )
(18 )
The shear stress-strain relationship given by Equation (18)
is compared with the test results in Figure Al. The shear-strain
versus axial-strain loading path defined by Equations (17) and (18)
is compared with the test results in Figure A2. The agreement
between the theoretical predictions and the test results gives
confidence in the validity of the incremental stress-strain relations
that are based on the von Mises yield criterion.
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Comparison of Test· Results With Theoretical Predictions
The combi,ed compression-torsion tests of steel tubes in
the strain-hardening range were conducted at a time when the author
qad 'limited 'knowledge of the elastic-plastic stress-strain relations'
predicted by the th~ory of plasticity.' In subsequent work,* -incre~
mental stress-straiA relations'based on the von Mises' yield.
~
criterion were used. It is of interest to compare the test results
in the present report with the behavior predicted by this theory.
In the plastic range, the strain increments are given by
the following equations:
1dE = - do
x E x
'V "1
- do + -F (20 -0 )'dJ'E Y 3 . x y,2 (1)
dE =
Y
.,
(2)
(3)
dy 2 (1+'V)'= E dT'+ 2FTdJ2 , (4)
*Haaijer, Geerhard" "Plate Buckling in theStrain~HardeningRange,!'.·
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where
dJ2
1 (2a -a )da + 1 (2a -a ) da . + 2TdT (5)= -3 'x y x 3 y x y
and
3 1 1) (6)F = (- -4J2 Et E
For the tubes subjected to axial loads and torsion, the
. axial load was applied first to produce an axial stress ax =a
o
and a strain E = E in the strain-hardening range. The torsional
x 0 . /
moment was applied next,· while keeping the axial load constant.
For the latter loading condition; Equations (1),' (4) , .and (5) can
be simplified as follows:
2.
dE
X
dy
(7) .~
(8)
(9 )
.Substitution of Equation (9) in Equations (7) and (8) gives
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Furthermore, Equation (6) reduces to the following:
3.
'I
H
(12)
where
(13)
From the stress-strfin curve for uniaxial loading (Test T1) in the
strain-hardening raqge, it is determined that
F
-
C1 + C2J 2 (,14)
where C1 1.016 10-
6 , 6/k , 3= x l.n. l.p
C2 5.26
10~10 , 10/k , 5= x lon. lop'
Equations (10) and (11) can then' be rewritten as follows:.
.,;:.,..,
" 4 [ 1 2
'+. C2'r
3
] ,de: =
- ° (C1+JC200 )'r d'rx 3 0
dy 2(1+,,) d'r + [ 1 2 2 C2'r
4]d'r'= 4 (C1 + JC200 )'r +E
(15)
(16)
Integra~ion of Equations (15) and (16) gives the following results:
2 [ 2 1 4]£ = £ +
- ° C3'r ' + 2 C2 'rX 0 3 0
2(1+,,) [1 3 1 ,5]'y = 'r' + 4 3' c3'r + 5 c2'r ',"E
where 1 2C3 = C1 + 3" ~2 °0
(17)
(18)
The shear stress-strain relationship given by Equation (18)
is compared with the test results in Figure AI. The shear-strain
versus axial-strain loading path defined by Equations (17) and (18)
is compared with the test results in Figure A2. The agreement
between the theo~etical predictions and the test results gives
confidence in the validity of.the incremental stress-strain relations
that are based on ~he von. Mises yield criterion.'
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2 January 1975
Departmental Library
University Engineering Department
Trumpington Street
Cambridge CB2 lPZ, ENGlAND
Attn: Mrs. N. Smith, Ref. C554/2
Dear Mrs.· Smith:
In reply to your request ofnecember17, 1974 regarding Fritz Lab.
report 241.2, "combined compresSlion and torsion of steel tubes in
the strain-hardening range" by G. ~aijer and B. Thur1imann, we
regret that.we cannot send you this report. To the best of our
knowledge, this report was never cOlllpleted. A related report, 241.1
"Tangent modulus in shear of uniaxially plasticized steel" by G.
Haaijer was written in anticipation of 241.2 which was to be a refined
version intended for publication. An Appendix describing the theore-
tical analysis that was made tocamp1ete the study as planned for
report 241.2 is included with 241.1 and essentially this combination
contains the information intended to be used in Fritz Lab report 241.2.
If you are interested, we can provide a photocopy of our reference file
copy at a cost of $4.50 plus Airmail postage.
Thank you for your interest in our reports.
Yours truly,
FRITZ ENGINEERING lABORATORY LIBRARY
Eleanor Nothe1fer
Librarian
UNIVERSITY
ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT
Trumpington Street, Cambridge CB2 1PZ, ENGLAND.
Telephone 022366466
Departmental Librarian: K.A. Knell MA
Date: 17.12.74 Your ref: Our ref: C554/2
Lehigh University Fritz Lab.Report. 241.2
HAAIJER (G.) & THURLIMANN (B.) Combined compression
and torsion of steel tubes in the strain-hardening
range.
Source of ref.: Proc .ASCE .EM.2. 1957
. ,..,'
Reader's Name: C.D.Bradfield
With reference to the above item(s), please see section(s) ? .
1. May we borrow this work?
2. Could you supply us with a photocopy/microfilm of this item?
PHOTOCOPY DECLARATION
~- ;
I declare that a copy of the above reference is required for my own use for research
or private study, and that I have not previously been supplied with a copy of it by
any librarian.
Signed . Date , .
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Could yOU renew this work which we have on loan from you, due for return on
. ? Renewed until -.':
This work is now overdue. Please return it as soon as possible.
Regret we cannot supply because; on loan/reference only/binding/not in stock.
We cannot trace this item; please supply further details if possible.
We have been unable to find a copy of the above report
in this country. Could you please supply us with one?
If there is any charge,please address the bill to the
librarian.
K.A. Knell
Librarian
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